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HOLY  SPIRIT

Christ

Congratulations! If you are reading this, then you have completed BOOK

ONE: DISCOVER in the FOUNDATIONS SERIES. 

Remember, FOUNDATIONS is a seven book series that lays the

foundation for the Christian Life and is a blueprint for building a

relationship with God. In BOOK ONE: DISCOVER, we laid out the Good

News of the Gospel and learned how to receive salvation and begin a

relationship with God. The remaining books give us practical ways to

respond to what God has done to bring us to Himself and help us grow in

our relationship with Him.

As we introduced in BOOK ONE: DISCOVER, the following diagram uses

a wheel to illustrate the foundational truths of the Christian life:

OVERVIEW
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As we move forward in this series, we will use this diagram to remind us

that Jesus Christ is the axel of the wheel and very center of the Christian

life. As we learned in BOOK ONE: DISCOVER, trusting in Christ’s work on

the cross is the only way we can receive salvation and enter into a right

relationship with God. As we will learn in BOOK TWO: RESPOND, the Holy

Spirit is the hub of the wheel that secures our relationship with God,

keeps us connected to Jesus, empowers us to trust His Lordship, and

motivates us to respond to the Gospel by living a life of faith and

obedience. The four spokes in the wheel – Bible Study, Prayer, Fellowship,

and Evangelism – represent things we can do in response to what God

has already done for us in Christ. We call these activities spiritual

disciplines, and they help us grow in relationship with God. The Holy

Spirit will give each believer a growing desire to pursue these disciplines,

helping us grow in spiritual maturity and accomplish God’s purposes. 

The rest of THE FOUNDATIONS SERIES will unpack these foundational

truths of the Christian Life one book at a time. We hope and pray you

enjoy the journey!



BOOK TWO: RESPOND builds on the foundation laid in book one and

shows us how we are to respond to the Gospel by cultivating our

relationship with God. As we will see, cultivating our relationship with

God begins by learning to trust in the Lordship of Christ and surrender to

the power of the Holy Spirit. Therefore, this book will focus on the role of

Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit – the axel and hub, respectively, in the

wheel diagram.

As we move forward in this series, please never forget that everything we

do in the Christian life is always out of grateful response for what God

has already done for us. We can never do anything to earn His love or

approval. Instead, since we have already been loved and accepted

because of the work of Christ on the cross, we should joyfully want to

respond in faith and obedience.

As we learn to daily walk in a moment-by-moment relationship with God,

we will begin to grow in our relationship with Him. Each book of the

FOUNDATIONS SERIES will help us respond in a new way and put us in a

place where God can work in and through us.
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INTRODUCTION



OPENING DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

Responding to the Gospel: 

Growing in Your Relationship with God

TWO
Book
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What do you think this quote means? Do you agree or

disagree and why?

How does your belief or unbelief in the Gospel impact your

behaviors?

What do you think responding to the Gospel and growing in

your relationship with God could look like practically?

OVERVIEW:
In this book, we want to answer the following question: "How do I

respond to the Gospel and grow in my relationship with God?"

In the next four chapters, we will examine the following: 

How do we respond by trusting in the Lordship of Christ?

How do we respond by surrendering to the Holy Spirit?

How do we respond by living out our God given identity?

How do we respond by exercising faith & repentance?

1. 

 
 

2. 

 
 

3. 

1. 
 

2. 
 

3. 
 

4. 

 “God loves us just the way we are, but He loves us 
too much to leave us that way.”



Colossians 1:15-19

Hebrews 1:1-4

Hebrews 4:15-16

Philippians 2:5-12

How do these verses describe Jesus and how can they help us

trust Him as Lord?

All throughout Scripture, God invites us to respond to the Good

News of the Gospel by surrendering our will to the Lordship of

Jesus Christ and living a life in obedience to Him. This is often

very difficult to do because by nature our will fights against

God’s will, as we often think we know what is best for our life. In

order to surrender our will to the Lordship of Christ, we must first

understand who Jesus is.
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TRUSTING IN THE LORDSHIP OF CHRIST
Chapter One: Jesus Christ

Though difficult to wrap our minds around, it is so important to

see that Jesus is both fully God and fully human. He is Lord and

Creator and knows all things, but He also became a man so that

He could relate to us and understand what it is like to live in a

broken world. 



How does knowing who Jesus is and what He did to bring sinful,

imperfect people back into a right relationship with Himself, help us

respond by humbly trusting His Lordship in our lives?

The following three circles represent our life with a throne in the center.

The things inside the circles are what we value most. The “S” represents

self, and the “cross” is Jesus. Whatever or whoever is sitting on the throne

is the “lord” of our life and has the most influence over everything else.

The first circle represents someone who has not trusted in Christ;

therefore, Jesus is not even in their life. The second circle represents

someone who is a believer but still has “self” sitting on the throne and is

struggling to trust in the Lordship of Christ. The third circle shows the

believer who has given Christ the rightful place as Lord over their life.
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Which of the three circles best represents your life? What would help you

get to the third circle?
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Mark 12:30

Matthew 6:33

Luke 9:23-25

What do the following verses ask of followers of Christ? What would it

mean to practically live out these things in your daily life? 

Please understand that these verses were difficult for Jesus’ disciples to

hear and even more difficult for them to live out. If you feel a little

overwhelmed, you are not alone!

Evaluate your present commitment to Christ as Lord on a scale of 1 to 10.

Where would you like to be and what do you think it would take to get

there? 
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1       2        3        4        5        6        7        8        9        10

Ultimately, God desires that we invite Christ’s Lordship into every area of

our life on a moment-by-moment basis. Rather than compartmentalizing

our faith, He wants our faith to permeate every area of our life: our

friendships, our families, our sports, our jobs, our finances, our social lives,

etc. But remember, this is a lifelong journey!

In looking at the diagrams on the next page, which one best describes

your life right now? Where would you like to be and what do you think it

would take to get there?
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Romans 12:1-2

How does the following verse help us as we consider what it means to

trust in the Lordship of Christ and live for God rather than for the things

of this world? How does this transformation take place?

This chapter has shown how Jesus wants us to seek Him first above all

else, die to ourselves, and make Him Lord over all our life. He desires this

because He wants us to experience the most fulfilling life possible, and

He knows this “eternal life” is found only when we surrender to His

Lordship. In order for us to do this, we must learn to trust Him and believe

that He has our best interest at heart all the time. As we see His

goodness, His faithfulness, and His love for us, our trust increases, and we

are able to surrender more areas of our life to Him.

What areas in your life and heart is Jesus sitting on the throne? What

areas in your life and heart would you still like to give Jesus control of?

MEMORY VERSES: Matthew 6:33 Romans 12:1-2

Represents the idea that the spiritual life is

just one part of the whole

Represents the idea that Christ is Lord and

has influence over every aspect of our life
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Please understand that trusting Christ and surrendering to His

Lordship is not easy. This is a life-long process the Bible calls

sanctification, and God gives us the Holy Spirit to live inside us

and help us in this journey to look more like Jesus (2 Cor. 3:18).

The first step in our growth process is admitting that we cannot

do it on our own. Instead, we must learn to grow in relationship

with God and learn moment-by-moment to trust in His power

given to us through the Holy Spirit. 

People have often struggled with understanding how they can

grow in their relationship with God when they cannot see, touch,

or hear Him. The disciples felt this same frustration just before

Christ’s crucifixion. They wondered how they would continue to

love Jesus and be loved by Him after His death. Jesus answered

their questions by unveiling a whole new concept – the Spirit of

God would live inside each believer! 

GOD

The Father

The Son

is not is not

is not

is

is is

The Spirit
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SURRENDERING TO THE POWER OF THE
HOLY SPIRIT

Chapter Two: Holy Spirit

Understanding the Trinity
"The Lord our God is One" - Deut. 6:4

BIBLICAL BASIS
The Father is called God: 
Rom. 1:7

The Son is called God: 
John 10:30-33

The Spirit is called God: 
Acts 5:3-4

All three mentioned together: 
Matt. 28:18-20; 2 Cor. 13:14



Like Jesus, the Holy Spirit is a Person (not a force) who is also fully God.

He teaches (Jn. 14:26), He comforts (Acts 9:31), He guides (Jn. 16:13), He

speaks (Rev. 2:7), He convicts (Jn. 16:8), He prays (Rom. 8:26-27), He can

be grieved (Eph. 4:30), and He can be quenched (1 Thess. 5:19).

Before Jesus came, the Holy Spirit’s role was different. In the Old

Testament, He would “come upon” a person temporarily to help them

perform a specific task. But now, Jesus promised the Holy Spirit would

actually live inside each believer—permanently—to accomplish all this

and more! 
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John 14:16-18, 26

John 16:7-8

Ephesians 1:13-14

Galatians 4:6-7

1 Corinthians 12:4-11

What do these verses tell us about the role of the Holy Spirit?



Galatians 5:22-23

2 Corinthians 3:17-18

Acts 1:8

Romans 7:14-20

Romans 8:1-4

As we recognize the Holy Spirit’s moment-by-moment presence in our

lives and begin to surrender to His power, we will begin to see growth

and maturity. 

What are some of the results of the growth and maturity that the Holy

Spirit produces in us and through us?

When you become a believer in Jesus and begin to see the Holy Spirit

work in your life, you will see a battle begin to take place between your

flesh (the sinful desires inside you) and Spirit (who also now lives inside

you). This is normal. God wants to mature you (and bring about the

above mentioned results), but growth only happens when we learn to

walk in the power of the Spirit.

What do the following verses say about the battle inside us and how the

Spirit of God will help us? 

11



ILLUSTRATION
Think on this...
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If you hold a rock over a pool of water and let go,

what happens?

The rock is drawn irresistibly downward and sinks

to the bottom of the pool, because it has been

mastered by the law of gravity. 

However, if I take the same rock, attach it to a

piece of wood, and then drop it into the pool,

what happens?

Now it floats! No change has taken place in the

nature of the rock, nor has the law of gravity

ceased to exist. But through its union with the

wood, it has been mastered by a stronger law –

the law governing floating bodies. Now it has

been set free from the downward pull of the law

of gravity!

Our relationship with sin versus our relationship

with the Spirit works similarly. There are two

different “laws” at work, but as we learn to

surrender to the power of the Spirit – the stronger

law – we are set free from the power of sin        

 (1 John 4:4).



The Greek word for “walk” or “live” in this verse is peripateo. 
(peri = perimeter around + pateo = to walk), which means to walk

or live life around the perimeter of something or be led and

controlled by that something. In this case, we are urged to walk or

live life around or be led by the Holy Spirit. Therefore, we are to

give the Spirit control of our lives by inviting Him into the very

center of everything we do – trusting in Him, surrendering to Him,

and allowing His power to permeate through everything we do!

Galatians 5:16-18

As you begin to "walk in the Spirit", the enemy will work even harder to

pull you down. There will be times when you trip and fall as the "sinful

nature" inside of you seems to overpower you. When this happens, we

must remember the truth of Scripture promises that the power of the

Spirit is stronger than the power of the flesh (illustration on page 12). We

must also remember that learning to "walk in the Spirit" doesn't happen

overnight. It is a life-long journey that happens one step at a time 

 (illustration on page 14).

What areas in your life do you see this battle going on between the

“flesh” or “sinful nature” and the “Spirit” inside you?

How can you give the Holy Spirit more control of your life and surrender

to His leading, prompting, and power?

13



How does a father react as he watches his son learn

how to walk for the first time? 

When the child stands up, wobbles back and forth,

attempts to take two steps forward trying to reach his

daddy’s loving arms, then plops to the floor, does the

dad react with, “My son is an idiot, he can only take

two steps and then falls on the floor.” NO! He

celebrates the two steps his son just made, helps him

back up, and encourages him to take another step! 

That’s how our Heavenly Father treats us as we learn to

walk in the Spirit as we battle the temptations of the

flesh! Every time we fall, He celebrates the steps we

made, He picks us back up, and encourages us to keep

walking in the power of the Spirit!

ILLUSTRATION
Think on this...

14

MEMORY VERSES: Ephesians 1:13-14 Galatians 5:22-23
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UNDERSTANDING YOUR 
GOD GIVEN IDENTITY

Chapter Three: Identity Living 

After going through the last two chapters on responding to the

Gospel by trusting in the Lordship of Christ and surrendering to

the power of the Holy Spirit, we can feel one of two things

about ourselves:

We can feel frustrated, disappointed, and defeated,

thinking we will never measure up to what is expected of

a “good Christian.”

or

We can feel pride and self-righteousness, thinking we

have done a really good job of doing “good Christian

things” compared to most people.

The problem with both of these feelings is they arise from a

misunderstanding of our identity. They both allow our

performance and outward behavior to define who we are and

how we feel about ourselves. This is a common problem in the

world today: we allow our worth, value, and identity to be

defined by what we do, instead of who we are.

When you hear the term “identity”, what comes to mind?  How

do you think most people would define their “identity”?

1. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. 



WHAT OTHERS
THINK OF US

OUR
IDENTITY

The world says our identity is defined by the following: 

16

How might deriving our identity from our performance and what others

think of us be a problem? 

Golf

Girls

Money

Grades

Job

Religion

OUR
PERFORMANCE

Friends

Coach

Teammates

Girlfriend

Parents

Boss

When your identity is tied to your performance, the contentment of your

life will rise and fall with your past results as you let past successes

and/or failures define you. This can make your life feel like a

rollercoaster as you ride the highs and lows of your performance and

what others think of you. Thankfully, God has a better way to define your

identity that brings peace and contentment no matter how you perform! 



As a golfer, you post a score on a scoreboard

ever day.

From the world’s perspective, you are defined by

that score. On a good day, when you shoot 65,

what happens? Your performance on the golf

course causes your coach, your teammates, and

your parents to all think highly of you. You,

therefore, feel great about yourself as a person

because your self-worth and identity have been

built on the two things that you value the most

that have lifted you up – your performance on the

golf course and others' opinions about you.

But, what happens when you shoot 82? Your

performance on the golf course causes those

same people to all think less of you. Now, you feel

poorly about yourself because your self-worth

and identity have been tied to these same two

temporary and unstable things that have let you

down.

ILLUSTRATION
Think on this...

17



The Bible teaches us that our identity should be found in the following:

18

Hebrews 13:8

Romans 5:6-8

Titus 3:4-7

Unlike our performance on the golf course, or anything else that is

unstable and constantly changing, what does the following Bible verse

say about Jesus?

What do the following verses tell us about our worth to God and our

identity we have been given in Christ? Is there anything we must do to

achieve this identity? Who did all the work and why?

CHRIST'S
PERFORMANCE

OUR
IDENTITY

Chosen

Loved

Forgiven

Accepted

Adopted

WHAT GOD
THINKS OF US
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Galatians 4:4-7

John 1:12-13

These verses make it abundantly clear what our value and worth to God

truly is. He loves us unconditionally, even before we did anything to

deserve it, and he demonstrated that love to us by being willing to let His

Son die in our place. That is how valuable we are to God. Jesus did all

the work on the cross to save us, justify us, and redeem us, giving us a

whole new identity. We don’t achieve this identity. Instead, we receive it

by faith. We are now called children of God and have been adopted into

God’s family. We are no longer slaves with a slave master, but children

with a perfect Heavenly Father who loves us unconditionally. We don’t

have to prove ourselves anymore because Jesus did the work for us. We

also don’t have to worry about the security of our future because God

has made us His heirs and given us a full inheritance and unlimited

spiritual resources to live out this new identity!

Remember, this is a permanent legal standing about who we are in

Christ. This is our new identity that we have received by faith that can

never be taken away no matter what we do or do not do. 

How does this new identity in Christ help us deal with the ups and downs

of performance successes and/or failures (on the golf course or

anywhere else)? How does it bring peace and contentment to all areas

of our life?



Matthew 3:16-17

Galatians 2:20

1 John 3:1-6

As we have been discussing in this book, the Christian life is learning how

to respond to what God has done to save us and bring us into His family.

He has given us a new identity and now wants to work in us and through

us so that we bear a family resemblance. He wants our behaviors to

match up to who we are in Christ, and He gives us the spiritual resources

to help make that happen. 

Remember, we don’t work for our identity, but we work from our identity.

Even Jesus received His identity from His Father in heaven before He

started His ministry or did anything to achieve it. 

What does the following verse tell us about Jesus’ identity? How should

this encourage us as we think about our God-given identity? 

After receiving His identity from His Father, what did Jesus do to live it

out?

If our identity is secure in Christ, as a child of God, with full inheritance

and unlimited spiritual resources, how ought we then live?

How do the following verses help us understand how our new identity in

Christ leads to life change and new behaviors? 

LIVING OUT YOUR GOD GIVEN IDENTITY

20



The Greek word for “baptize” is baptizo and means to be fully

plunged, sunk, or immersed into something. In other words, you are

completely identified with and united to that which you are

immersed into. Therefore, the person being baptized receives a

whole new identity and takes on the experiences and qualities of

that which he/she is baptized into. For example, when a cucumber

gets “baptized” into a salt brine solution, it becomes a whole new

creation and receives a new identity

 – it becomes a pickle! 

In this passage, we are baptized into the central events of Jesus’ life – His

perfect life, sacrificial death, and hope-filled resurrection. We have been

fully identified with and united to Jesus. Therefore, when God sees us, He

actually sees Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection in us. We have died to

our old self and have been raised to a new quality of life – the life

belonging to Christ. We have been given a whole new identity as a child

of God with full inheritance and unlimited resources to live out this new

identity. How do we do this? By faith and in the power of the Holy Spirit,

we believe who we really are in Christ and let Him live in us and through

us as we bear our new family resemblance.

This new perspective should give us new desires and motivation to reflect

the character and identity of Jesus, as He lives in us and through us. But

remember, we don’t change our behavior to achieve our identity. We

gratefully receive this new identity by faith and allow the beauty and

gift of this new identity to change us from the inside out, leading to

obedience and new behaviors that reflect the character of Jesus.

21

Romans 6:1-7



I let them know that there was nothing they

could do to lose my love or stop being my

son or daughter. On the other hand, I also

shared with them the expectations of how

we as a family were to treat one another –

with love, respect, kindness, compassion,

and forgiveness. In other words, I shared the

qualities and characteristics of our family

identity, and I reminded them that this is

who they were. Now, there were many times

when my children’s behavior didn’t match

up with our family identity, but that didn’t

cause them to lose their identity as my

children. Instead, I reminded them that

though they made a “bad choice” that

would most likely lead to a consequence,

they were not “bad kids”. They were still our

children and were deeply loved. Their “bad

behavior” didn’t change their identity. As

they grew up and learned that they were

unconditionally accepted and loved by their

parents, they grew in their desire to live out

their family identity.

ILLUSTRATION
Think on this....

In our family growing up, I reminded my

children often how much they were loved

and cherished, even before they could do

anything to deserve that love.
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The Identity Triangle

THE FATHER

OUR
OBEDIENCE

OUR
IDENTITY

Religion: We
attempt to earn

God's
acceptance

and new
identity by
obeying.

The Gospel:
The Father
accepts us

because of the
work of Christ
and gives us a
new identity.

We receive this
gift by faith.

Sanctification: We respond to the Gospel
by surrendering to the power of the Holy

Spirit in obedience.

How does the following diagram help you better understand what it

means to live out of your true identity?

As we discussed in the last chapter, the Holy Spirit works in us and

through us to mature us and make us look more and more like Jesus. This

growth process is called sanctification, and God will not stop working

until we bear a family resemblance where our behaviors match up with

our identity as God’s child. The next chapter will show us how we can

participate in this sanctification process.

In which areas of your life are you bearing a family resemblance as

God’s child? In which areas would you still like to grow?

23



ILLUSTRATION
Think on this....

What comes first - belief or behavior? As a golfer, do you need to

believe you are a good golfer before you play good golf or do you need

to play good golf before you believe you are good golfer?

This has been an age-old question that can be argued either way.

However, the Bible is a bit more clear that our behavior always follows

our beliefs. We must first believe God’s Word about us before we can live

out the behavior that it asks of us. Remember, God gives us a new

identity by grace that we receive by faith. We must believe that we are

children of God with a full inheritance, deeply loved and accepted

based on the person and work of Jesus. We cannot achieve this identity

by our performance or behavior. However, God has given us spiritual

resources to be able to respond to the Gospel and live out this God-

given identity so that we reflect the family values and character found in

Christ.

24



Psalm 32:3-5

Proverbs 28:13

In order to live out our Gospel identity, we must grow in our

ability to trust in the Lordship of Christ and surrender to the

power of the Holy Spirit. As we have shared, this is not easy.

Unfortunately, we will often find our behaviors not matching up

with our Gospel identity, and the Bible calls this sin (Rom. 7:14-

20). What do you think we should do when this happeneds? 

Remember, God is not surprised by our sin, nor does He stop

loving us when we fall victim to it. Instead, He has given us

spiritual resources and biblical promises to help us when we sin.

Most importantly, God has given us the Holy Spirit to convict us

of our sin (John 16:8), so that we would confess and repent

quickly, turning back to Him in faith and receiving complete

forgiveness. As we understand that our sin breaks the heart of

God and hurts ourselves and others, the Holy Spirit will help us

develop a rhythm of faith and repentance.

When you fall into sin, do you feel guilt or conviction and what

does that lead to? What do you think the difference between

guilt and conviction is? (see chart on p. 26)

What do the following verses say confession and repentance

lead to? How have you experienced or not experienced these

things in your own life? 
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EXERCISING FAITH & REPENTANCE
Chapter Four: Faith & Repentance 



  

is rooted in shame   is rooted in the Gospel

leads to self-focus leads to God-focus

comes from getting caught
 comes from understanding we broke

the heart of God

leads to pride leads to humility

 comes from the devil comes from the Holy Spirit

causes us to run from God causes us to run to God

causes us to cover up and hide causes us to open up and be honest

leads to excuses leads to taking responsibility

leads to self-pity  leads to repentance

GUILT CONVICTION

26

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
GUILT AND CONVICTION?

Question to think about...

“Conviction is not repentance...conviction leads to
repentance. But you can be convicted without repentance.” 

- Martyn Lloyd-Jones



1 John 1:9

Acts 3:19

2 Chronicles 7:14

2 Corinthians 7:9-10

Remember, we begin a relationship with God by faith (trusting in the

person and work of Jesus to provide salvation) and repentance (turning

away from our sin, which is anything we think will save us other than

God). Nevertheless, we also grow in our relationship with God by the

same faith (trusting in the person and work of Jesus to provide

satisfaction) and repentance (turning away from our sin, which is also

anything we think will satisfy us other than God). As we learn to do this,

we can rest in the forgiveness God offers us and the freedom it brings.

 

Sin only has power when we believe it will satisfy us. When conviction

comes, we must repent quickly and turn to Jesus in faith believing that He

alone will satisfy our soul. When we do this regularly and develop a

moment-by-moment rhythm of faith and repentance, sin begins to lose

its power, and we began to grow into the image of Christ - this again is

the sanctification process – and God will not stop growing us until we

are complete in Christ.

Is there any area of sin that the Holy Spirit is convicting you of right now?

How can developing a rhythm of faith and repentance help you find

freedom from this sin? 
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If you adopt a child into your family, that child receives full

and complete rights as any of your biological children. 

You are also held responsible by the court system to love,

care for, and provide resources for that child to grow,

flourish, and thrive. That adopted child has received a new

identity as part of your family. No matter how that child

behaves, they will always be a part of your family and

cannot lose your family identity. As you raise this adopted

child, you will instill values, principles, and beliefs that

represent your family identity. Your hope as a parent is that

your adopted child will embrace and live out these values.

However, you cannot control their behaviors. All you can do

is love, care for, and provide resources in hopes that your

child will reflect the identity that you have instilled.

Nevertheless, no matter how your child behaves, they will

always be your child and part of your family and can never

lose their identity. We may provide loving discipline and

correction, but our child never loses their identity as our

child. In the same way, God adopts us into his family, instills

biblical values in us, and provides spiritual resources to help

us live out our God-given identity. When our behavior does

not match our identity, the Holy Spirit convicts us and

reminds us of God’s Word to correct us. If we heed this

correction and respond by faith and repentance, we will

begin to grow and look more like Jesus reflecting our family

identity.
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ILLUSTRATION
Think on this...



“The marker of those who understand the
gospel of Jesus Christ is that, when they

stumble and fall, when they screw up, they
run to God and not from him, because they

clearly understand that their acceptance
before God is not predicated upon their

behavior but on the righteous life of Jesus
Christ and his sacrificial death.”

- Matt Chandler
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RECOGNIZING AND BATTLING TEMPTATION

James 1:13-15

Matthew 4:1-11

In the last section, we discussed how to respond to the conviction of the

Holy Spirit when we fall victim to sin. We are invited to confess, repent,

and turn back to God in faith and rest in the forgiveness and freedom He

offers. As we develop a rhythm of faith and repentance, sin lose its

power over us, and we begin to better live out our Gospel identity.

Nevertheless, as we become more in tune with the Holy Spirit and learn

to listen to His promptings, we will even begin to recognize, battle, and

overcome temptations before we fall victim to sin.

What is the difference between temptation and sin? How do you think

we can recognize and battle temptations before they become sin?

What do the following verses tell us about where temptations come from

and where they lead? Is this different than you would have expected?

Why or why not?

What “evil desires” have enticed you? Do you have any temptations you

are currently battling?

Just remember, you are not alone! Even Jesus Himself faced temptations.

How did Jesus battle His temptations?
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With every cast of the fishing pole, a

fisherman hopes he will catch a fish. How

does he attract the fish to take a bite of his

hook? He uses a lure! The lure is something

attractive at the end of the hook that

resembles what the fish desperately wants

to consume, yet it is a fake. To the fish, the

lure looks attractive and satisfying. However,

when the fish takes the bait, he is caught on

the hook, which eventually leads to his

death. That which looked enticing and life-

giving was actually a counterfeit and led

directly to death for the fish.

ILLUSTRATION
Think on this....

Being lured into temptation? 
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James 1:13-15 uses fishing to describe the temptations we face in life. We

are tempted when we are lured and enticed by our own sinful desires.

Just like the fish going after an artificial lure, we go after things that look

like they will satisfy and bring life, but they are actually counterfeits that

lead to sin, which ultimately brings death.

So, how do we overcome temptation? We must first understand the

difference between the counterfeit lure and the real sustenance. Only

Jesus provides true and lasting satisfaction, so we must recognize

anything that lures and entices us away from Jesus and His ways. When

we sense the allurement of the counterfeit, we must not take the bait,

but instead run to Jesus and stand up under the protection and provision

that He gives us to overcome our temptations.



MEMORY VERSES: 1 John 1:9  1 Corinthians 10:13

"Every time we say yes to temptation, we make it harder to
say no the next time....There is no point in praying for
victory over temptation if we are not willing to make a

commitment to say no to it."
- Jerry Bridges
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Matthew 6:13

Hebrews 4:15-16

1 Corinthians 10:13

How do the following verses encourage us to battle temptations in our

own life? How do these verses provide hope that we can actually

overcome them?

How will the principles in this section help you recognize, battle, and

overcome temptations before they “give birth” to sin?

How does the assurance of victory over temptation and the assurance of

the forgiveness of your sin stir your affections for God and create a

desire to follow Him more closely?
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REVIEW AND APPLICATION
Foundations Book Two

In this book, we have looked at what it means to trust in the

Lordship of Christ, surrender to the power of the Holy Spirit, live

out our Gospel identity, and develop a rhythm of faith and

repentance. 

Review Questions:

How did the concepts in this book change your

understanding of who Jesus is and what He has done

for you? How have you grown in your ability to trust

Christ's Lordship in your life? 

What is one thing you learned about the role of the Holy

Spirit in your life? How would you like to still grow in

surrendering to the power of the Holy Spirit in your life? 

How have you grown in understanding where your

identity comes from? How does this affect the way you

live your life? 

How did the concepts in this book help you better

understand what it means to live a life of faith and

repentance? How can you grow in this area?

1.

 

 

 

 

2. 

 

 

 

3. 

 

 

 

4. 

"We begin the Christian life through faith and repentance, and we
continue the Christian life through faith and repentance." 

- Tim Chester
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The Greek word “discipline” in this passage is gumnos and comes

from the same root word for “gymnasium”. In the Greek culture, it

gave the idea of stripping down for the purpose of serious exercise

or training. Anything we are serious about, we will discipline or

train ourselves to be successful. 

1 Timothy 4:7-8

As we prepare for the next book in the FOUNDATIONS SERIES, what does

the following verse say about “disciplining” or “training” ourselves?

What are some areas in which you are disciplined in your training? Why

do you think you are successful in these areas of training?

In the above verse, God’s word uses this same word “discipline” as it

relates to training ourselves for growing spiritually. The things we do that

put us in a place to help us grow in our relationship with God are called

“spiritual disciplines”. Can you think of any “spiritual disciplines” that

would help you grow in your relationship with God?

 “Grace is not opposed to effort. It is opposed to earning.”
- Dallas Willard



ILLUSTRATION
Think on this....

It is funny to look back at that time because you could say I

was “disciplined” in my desire to plan and implement dating

opportunities to show my love and affection toward her.

During this dating time, I never once felt a sense of duty or

obligation to go out on a date. However, a few years into

marriage something changed. I didn’t have the same

motivation to be as “disciplined” in our dating. However,

when I took the time to plan a date and engage her heart,

we were both blessed by the time we spent together and

our relationship would grow. I wasn’t doing it out of “duty”

but “delight” in what I knew it would lead to – intimacy.

Just because it took a little more work did not take away

from the fact that we genuinely loved each other and

wanted to grow closer to one another. Every time we went

on a date, we put ourselves in a place for our relationship

to grow. The date itself was not the end; it was the means

to the end result of growing in intimacy. 

Our relationship with God is no different. If being close to

God is the goal, the means to the end is engaging in

“spiritual disciplines”. As we “train” ourselves in these areas,

we will put ourselves in a place where we can grow in

intimacy with our Savior!

When I first met my wife, I spent a lot of time, money, and

energy coming up with new and creative ways to date her.
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Remember, the motivation for engaging in “spiritual disciplines” should

not be out of a sense of duty or obligation, but out of a grateful heart for

what God has already done for us. As we reflect on the unconditional

love and acceptance God has given to us through the person and work

of Christ, our affections should be stirred for the Lord and give us a

greater desire to get to know Him better. The rest of the FOUNDATIONS

SERIES will provide insight to help us better develop the following four

spiritual disciplines: Bible Study, Prayer, Fellowship, and Evangelism. As

we respond to the Gospel by implementing these disciplines, we will be

putting ourselves in a place where the Holy Spirit can grow us into the

image of Jesus, as we bear a family resemblance of our new identity in

Christ. 

As we put in motion the disciplines in the wheel diagram, we will begin to

get traction in our faith journey and the wheel will begin to move as we

continue to grow in spiritual maturity.
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THE FOUNDATIONS SERIES
BOOK THREE: BIBLE STUDY

Up next:



NOTES AND RESPONSES
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Golf. Life. Faith.
@CollegeGolfFellowship

College Golf Fellowship

llCollege Golf Fellowship exists to encourage you in golf, life, and

faith. We desire to come alongside you and show you what an

authentic relationship with Jesus looks like. We hope this series

helps you lay a solid foundation for your entire life. 

THE FOUNDATIONS SERIES
BOOK ONE: DISCOVER

BOOK TWO: RESPOND

BOOK THREE: BIBLE STUDY

BOOK FOUR: PRAYER

BOOK FIVE: FELLOWSHIP

BOOK SIX: EVANGELISM

BOOK SEVEN: MATURE
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